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The eShop of the Rally Bohemia offers more than the VIP tickets
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The term of the Rally Bohemia approaches very fast and even for this rally you can 
buy VIP tickets.

The 39th Rally Bohemia starts off on Friday 13th July and till this day you have a chance in 
eShop to order VIP tickets, which can make the stay on the Rally Bohemia very pleasant to 
you, your friends, and even partners of your team. In eShop you can decide between two 
different VIP tickets. The first option of ticket covers the complete VIP service during the whole 
event, whilst the second option grants VIP entry into the Global Assistance Racing Arena 
in Sosnová near Česká Lípa for watching the spectacular special stage and culminating 
programme of first leg of the Rally Bohemia. Both options of VIP tickets contain access 
permit, label VIP for a car giving the permission to park at car parks close to special stages for 
your convenience, and promo and printout materials of the Rally Bohemia. Of course in both 
options you can enjoy VIP catering provided in Sosnová Arena in air-conditioned rooms. On 
top of that the complete VIP ticket offers catering throughout the whole competition provided 
in Service Park at Hoškovice Airport and selected special stages.

Further item in the eShop you can buy is the original 39th Rally Bohemia T-shirt. The link 
to eShop is on the website at www.rallybohemia.cz, where all motorsport fans can find 
further up-to-date information about this rally. Starting off on 13th July the event introduces 
participants of the FIA European Rally Cup – Central, the Mediasport International Rally 
Championship of the Czech Republic, and the German series DRS. During Saturday’s leg 
you can see also legendary rally cars and drivers in terms of the Historic Show, which will 
be alternated on Sunday’s leg by the Rally Bohemia Open Cup.

The traditional general partner of the Rally Bohemia is the Škoda Auto car factory, which 
provides a representative background and makes it possible for the Motorsport Team to 
start in their Škoda Fabia S2000 cars.

More information about the 39th Rally Bohemia can be found at www.rallybohemia.cz.
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